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60 seconds with
Donnie MacLeod
Sales engineer at Scott

ish Communications
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What’s the one gadget
that you
can’t live without?

For work it would have
to be my
mobile phone – I’m always
out of
the office working directl
y with clients
so it is indispensable. At
home it has
to be the television – life
wouldn’t be
the same without Great
British Bakeoff
(well… maybe that’s a
bad example!)
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As the leading monthly magazine
for wireless communications, we are
committed to providing our readers with
the knowledge they need to procure the
technology and services that best meet
their requirements, through accurate,
timely and thorough reporting of best
practice, new products, industry trends
and regulatory changes.
We recognise innovation knows no
borders, and neither do we in our hunt
for the most cutting-edge technologies
and their deployment.
Whether it be in print, online or through
our social media channels, we act as a hub
through which the key decision makers in
the industry can reach out to each other.
This market would be nothing without its
people and we give them a platform to
voice their concerns and share their hardwon experiences. We promise to tell your
story honestly and without bias.

Chatterbox Radio

Westminster Abbey has installed a Chatterbox Alarm
Location Monitoring (CALM+) system to notify security
staff of fire or intruder alarms discreetly. This is crucial
given there are no initial audible alarms in the building. The
CALM+ system uses an alarm processor on the fire and
intruder alarm panel to monitor changes in current, with a
change indicating that an alarm has sounded. Security staff
then receive predetermined verbal and text messages that
identify which alarm has been activated.

October 2016 | www.landmobile.co.uk | Twitter:@Land_Mobile

Land Mobile informs the complete
wireless-communications-for-business
buying chain in the UK – all the way from
the manufacturer to the end-user.

DTS Solutions

7

Brentwood Communications supplied Thorpe Park with
updated two-way radio systems, including a suite of highperformance handsets comprising three different Motorola
models – DP4401, DP4601 and DP4801. All three are GPSenabled and feature intelligent audio, to filter out background
noise and provide greater call clarity through digital signals. GPS
functionality means individual users can be quickly and easily
located. With a broadcast range of three kilometres without
having to boost coverage the handsets enable staff to keep in
touch even across such a large site.
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Daniel Frith has joined DTS
Solutions as sales director. Frith
has spent the last nine years in the
radio industry, most recently working
for Hytera. “With the team we have
here [DTS Solutions] it’s certainly a very
bright future,” Frith said. “The latest twoway DMR radio releases from Motorola and
Hytera give our customers unparalleled flexibility, reliability,
and feature richness. These new innovations combined with
the support from DTS Solutions ensure we will stay at the
forefront of the industry and provide robust solutions that
competing technologies can’t hope to match.”
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Cambridge Wireless has announced the 10 finalists of its
Discovering Start-Ups 2016 competition. They will now
all pitch their disruptive technologies and business plans
to a panel of 27 expert judges. “Discovering Start-Ups
provides an unmatched opportunity... to get in front of
a knowledgeable and influential panel of experts,” said
Bob Driver, CEO of Cambridge Wireless. This year’s
finalists are 8power, AlgoDynamix, Cambridge Animal
Technologies, Cupris, Dividit, Focal Point Positioning,
Hoxton Analytics, Mesh:ine, SenSat, and Third Space Auto.
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www.

Waterfield Leisure Centre in Melton Mowbray has started
using four Hytera PD705LT radios to help staff keep in
touch with each other. The devices - unlike Waterfield’s
previous analogue system - cover the whole site, with no
blackspots or interference. The radios are also submersible,
meaning that rescue staff can enter the pool with no fear
of damaging the equipment. Waterfield has two swimming
pools, alongside a 75 station gym, group exercise and cycling
studios, and a multi-purpose meeting room. It receives
around 10,000 visitors a month on average.

Cambridge Wireless

2

2016 |

LARS has recently carried out steel replacement work
on a 52-metre tower and a 12-metre tower at the
BT Sanday Radio Station on the Orkney Islands. The
strengthening work required on the larger tower included
the replacement of bracing members along with hand
railing and floor panels at various points on the tower,
plus installing feeder supports at 37 metres. Works on the
smaller structure comprised the installation of flooring
at 4.6 and 9.1 metres respectively. Work was successfully
completed on time in August after 10 weeks on site.

Merseyside Police is giving new handheld devices to
almost 3,000 frontline police officers and staff following
a successful pilot scheme. They will act as an electronic
‘mobile toolbox’ giving on-the-go access to email, camera
and a pocket notebook. “Officers being able to access
information and images at a scene enables a quick response,
saves time, and helps staff in different locations make
informed decisions in what are often serious and complex
investigations,” assistant chief constable Ian Critchley said.

Royal Windsor Racecourse had a communication issue caused by a
mix of legacy radios that suffered from short battery life, connectivity
issues, difficulty of use and compatibility problems. It selected Hytera’s
PD705LT portable DMRs with MCA08 MCU multi-units and rapidrate chargers as the solution. Ruggedness and IP rating were important,
along with ease of use as staff are often contracted and transient.
The PD705LT is particularly suitable because users can be trained on
basic functionality in 10 seconds flat. Battery life was also an important
factor, as staff can often work long shifts.
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What’s the craziest (or
most
unusual) thing you’ve seen
while
working in the radio sector
?
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s in rural
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where GSM is not reliabl
e. We see
a huge amount of this
in our work
with estates, wind farms
and more
rural locations. The ability
to install a
series of repeaters and
get 100 per
cent coverage across a
wide area is
something we’re asked
for all the time.
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What’s the most popul
ar type
of radio system you’re
asked
to design?

We see Land Mobile
as one of our key means
of engaging with
wireless business
customers thanks to its
highly targeted and
influential readership.
This, coupled with its
innovative multi-channel
offerings enable Hytera
to position itself as a
thought-leader in the PMR
industry and to boost the
profile of its key resellers
and distributors.
Dylan Liu
Marketing Director
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60 seconds with...
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Heading here

Reader purchasing power
Circulation: 9,500

Only structured, precise and continuous
investment in circulation research enables
a publisher to identify the right readers for
its magazines.

73%

of readers say if they could
only read ONE wireless
communications magazine
it would be LAND MOBILE

Land Mobile’s circulation is highly targeted
to ensure your marketing message reaches
the right people – that is, the people that
influence and make investment decisions
and select suppliers. We deliver Land Mobile
to readers in their preferred method, both
traditionally and via new media channels.
Land Mobile is read by these very people
and, as a result, you can be confident that
your marketing budget achieves maximum
impact for every pound invested.

Source reader survey, August 2016

22%
%
Director/Manager 35
%
Consultants/Integrators/Installers 24
%
End users 19
Chairman/Owner/CEO/MD

Reader
purchasing power

Readers specify requirements 68%
Initiate/recommend purchases 67%
Select the supplier 57%
Take the final decision 41%
Make the purchase 31%
Authorise the expenditure 31%

Terms of control:

Land Mobile is only sent to those who
meet the following terms of control:
• advisors
• analysts
• chairpersons
• chief executives
• consultants
• designers
• directors
• engineers
• governors
• managers
•	managing
directors
• officers
• presidents

3

Primary job function

• proprietors
• supervisors
• technicians and vice
presidents working
within or using
network services
• telecommunications
• security
• wireless comms
•	wireless
technology or the
wireless services
industry within
the UK
www.landmobile.co.uk

What is the size of your annual budget for products and services?

21%

14%

£100,000-£249,000

£250,000-£499,999

11%

9%

7%

£500,000-£999,999 £1million-£5million

Over £5 million

Source reader survey, August 2016
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Regular features
Who, what, where

Insight

In the market for...

A double page spread showing the latest
goings-on in the UK PMR industry, with a
focus on deployments and people moves.
A stylised map of the country allows
readers to clearly see where the events
have taken place.

The Insight section covers the topics of
interest that matter to the industry as a
whole. Written by the editor, it draws on a
wide range of sources and covers subjects
such as regulation,
spectrum, and
best practice
D
for resellers and
dealerships.

Each month, this section looks at the factors
end-users should consider when procuring
a particular type of wireless communications
device, so that they are buying the models
most suited to their needs.

Insight

Giving the
customer what
they want…

…Even if they don’t
yet know it, is part
and parcel of being
radio dealership. Sam
a
Fenwick explores how
changed and the current
their
threats and opportunitie role has
s
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Hytera

Royal Windsor Racecourse had a communication issue caused by a
mix of legacy radios that suffered from short battery life, connectivity
issues, difficulty of use and compatibility problems. It selected Hytera’s
PD705LT portable DMRs with MCA08 MCU multi-units and rapidrate chargers as the solution. Ruggedness and IP rating were important,
along with ease of use as staff are often contracted and transient.
The PD705LT is particularly suitable because users can be trained on
basic functionality in 10 seconds flat. Battery life was also an important
factor, as staff can often work long shifts.
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Brentwood Communications
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Brentwood Communications supplied Thorpe Park with
updated two-way radio systems, including a suite of highperformance handsets comprising three different Motorola
models – DP4401, DP4601 and DP4801. All three are GPSenabled and feature intelligent audio, to filter out background
noise and provide greater call clarity through digital signals. GPS
functionality means individual users can be quickly and easily
located. With a broadcast range of three kilometres without
having to boost coverage the handsets enable staff to keep in
touch even across such a large site.

6

DTS Solutions

Daniel Frith has joined DTS
Solutions as sales director. Frith
has spent the last nine years in the
radio industry, most recently working
for Hytera. “With the team we have
here [DTS Solutions] it’s certainly a very
bright future,” Frith said. “The latest twoway DMR radio releases from Motorola and
Hytera give our customers unparalleled flexibility, reliability,
and feature richness. These new innovations combined with
the support from DTS Solutions ensure we will stay at the
forefront of the industry and provide robust solutions that
competing technologies can’t hope to match.”

6
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The big
interview

Waterfield Leisure Centre in Melton Mowbray has started
using four Hytera PD705LT radios to help staff keep in
touch with each other. The devices - unlike Waterfield’s
previous analogue system - cover the whole site, with no
blackspots or interference. The radios are also submersible,
meaning that rescue staff can enter the pool with no fear
of damaging the equipment. Waterfield has two swimming
pools, alongside a 75 station gym, group exercise and cycling
studios, and a multi-purpose meeting room. It receives
around 10,000 visitors a month on average.

Cambridge Wireless

Cambridge Wireless has announced the 10 finalists of its
Discovering Start-Ups 2016 competition. They will now
all pitch their disruptive technologies and business plans
to a panel of 27 expert judges. “Discovering Start-Ups
provides an unmatched opportunity... to get in front of
a knowledgeable and influential panel of experts,” said
Bob Driver, CEO of Cambridge Wireless. This year’s
finalists are 8power, AlgoDynamix, Cambridge Animal
Technologies, Cupris, Dividit, Focal Point Positioning,
Hoxton Analytics, Mesh:ine, SenSat, and Third Space Auto.
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Chatterbox Radio

Westminster Abbey has installed a Chatterbox Alarm
Location Monitoring (CALM+) system to notify security
staff of fire or intruder alarms discreetly. This is crucial
given there are no initial audible alarms in the building. The
CALM+ system uses an alarm processor on the fire and
intruder alarm panel to monitor changes in current, with a
change indicating that an alarm has sounded. Security staff
then receive predetermined verbal and text messages that
identify which alarm has been activated.
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In the news
This section covers
news stories in more
detail, often those from
outside the UK. It also
includes two lighthearted or quirky
stories.
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In this section, the editor interviews one
of the PMR and telecoms’ sectors biggest
personalities,
with an emphasis
on politicians,
I
regulators and
industry figures.

The big interview

Olaf Swantee, former
CEO of EE, recently
co-authored a
book on EE’s creation
and the launch of
its 4G
Land Mobile hears
his advice on managing network.
people on board, and
mergers, getting
what the future could
hold for the firm
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t’s not every day you
get to
presided over the creation talk to someone who
of a company that gets
snapped up by BT for
£12.5 billion. However,
Olaf
Swantee comes across
warmly over the phone
days he’s rarely in the
(these
UK) and
more of a relaxed conversationbefore long it feels like
with someone you’ve
known for a long time
than an
Not one to sit idly, Swantee interview.
has kept himself busy
leaving EE by co-authoring
since
The 4G Mobile Revolution
which (for a book about
a large-scale joint venture) ,
something of a page-turner.
is
Despite being a book
the telecoms sector
about
there’s more business
jargon than RF
acronyms – but don’t
let that put you off.
Swantee and
co-author Stuart Jackson’
s insights into how EE
launched
its now near-ubiquitous
4G network are revealing.
So what surprised Swantee
most about how EE’s
competition responded
to its 4G roll-out? “[Our
competitors] tried to
delay the launch... through
legal routes
and I think that didn’t
work very well. Afterwards
started to compete with
they
products and technologies
their rollouts…. In the
and
beginning they said 4G
was not very
important, and then
when they had their
own network
they switched gears
and said that it was very
important.
“The transition from
3G to 4G was so much
more
important than from
2G to 3G, because it
was really
delivering on the promise
of true internet connectivity.
came to the UK with
3G
the promise of providing
internet
connectivity but it was
very cumbersome and
“A lot of
didn’t work
very well. 4G was the
first time that [mobile]
network
technology truly enabled
companies will
a great internet experience
the go,” he adds.
on
need to learn to
With the benefit of
hindsight what would
become more
he would
have done differently
as far as the merger
of Orange
and T-Mobile and the
customerlaunch of EE was concerned?
“I would have stepped
in earlier on customer
centric, before
services,”
Swantee replies. “The
customer services side
took longer
to get absolutely right
they can be
and I think I should have
started
earlier. The other thing
is that we could have
technologydone
to really demonstrate
breakthrough applications more
start and we only did
from the
centric or
that a few months in.
Initially we
digital-cen
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left it a little bit up to
the first users to
demonstrate what they
could do with
it and I think we could
have spent more
time on that.”

If Swantee could give
one piece of
advice to a CEO handling
a joint venture
or merger it would
be to ensure their
people are on board
with the vision.
“I talk about three things
in my book,
which are probably
the most important
[things to consider]:
people, processes
and purpose. But of
the three, the
people part is the most
important. Start
with your own organisation
and make
sure your people are
not just equipped,
but really ready to put
their heart into
what you want to achieve
and that
comes to purpose. The
people have
to understand and be
as excited about
the transformation that
is ahead of the
company as you are.
”
Speaking of which, one
of the topics
Swantee’s book touches
on
approach IT transformation. is how to
“I’m often asked to advise
on digital
transformation,” he
explains. “I find
it very interesting to
ask the people
asking the question,
who [they] judge
[to be] leaders in digital
transformation.
Companies like EE, Google,
Apple and
Amazon are mentioned.
The way [these
companies] became
digitally-savvy is
not because of the technology
but
because of incredible
customer
you sit in Google’s boardroom focus. If
they will
not discuss technology
too much, they
will really discuss how
people use the
service and how they
can get better.
“A lot of companies
will need to
learn to become more
customer-
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Each month, Land Mobile explores the use
of wireless communications in two vertical
markets.The emphasis is very much on
highlighting best practice and each vertical’s
requirements,
together with new
technology – its
Y
benefits and the
impact it has on
working practices.
London City Tour relies

on radio
comms for both day-to-day
operartions and emergencies

Twitter:@land_mobile

Products

Products

Every issue highlights
seven new products,
one of which is
selected by the editor
to be covered in more detail.

Algiz 10X ultra-rugged
tablet
VERTEX EVX-S24
£ 1,749 (list price)
£225
www.handheldgr
oup.com
www.vertexstand
ard.com
The new version of
the IP65-rated Algiz
Vertex Standard’s
10X has a 10.1 inch
new IP67-rated DMR
HD touchscreen
Tier II handset is available
that is “ultra-bright”
and designed for
in black and
yellow. It operates
outdoor use. It can
in both analogue
be operated with
and digital modes,
gloves and in the rain.
and features direct
It comes with the
mode or transmit
Enterprise LTSB version
interrupt for priority
of Windows 10,
messages. Site search
features a quad-core
allows quick
Intel N2930 1.83
identification of the
GHz processor, and
closest site with
weighs 1.3 kg.
the strongest signal.

Trilogy: DMR hand

Chertsey Radio Club
(CRC) has recently
entry-level DMR portable
launched
radios under its Trilogy two
brand

sets

Omni-S MIMO 4x4
antenna
www.hubersuhne
r.com
HUBER+SUHNER’s
new antenna has
been designed for
the provision of
passenger Wi-Fi on
trains. It features
four ports and can
be used as a 4x4
Wi-Fi MIMO multi-port
antenna. It has
a single hole mount
design and its flat
aspect is intended
to prevent accidental
damage and vandalism.

Product DMR handsets
PRICE £89
http://trilogy.org.u
k

CRC decided to see
if it could develop
connected to those
a DMR radio for amateur
on vehicles.
radio users
The radios don’t support
in the UK, which can
be supplied prefull duplex,
but CRC’s James Preece
programmed. It is now
doesn’t rule out
looking to offer
the possibility of this
the radios (the Trilogy-850
being introduced
and the
via a firmware update
Trilogy-990) to the PMR
at a later date.
market.
To produce the handsets
The two handsets both
CRC
feel appealing evaluated
solid but are sufficiently
six radio manufacturers.
different to
Two
met its needs with regards
offer customers a real
choice. The
to
cost, reliability and flexibility. support,
Trilogy-990 is larger,
has the channel
CRC then
evaluated the radios
knob on the top of
over a two-month
the radio, and each
period in a number
of the three key buttons
of
environments
on
and made several enhancements
(including the all-important the side
are separate and clickable. PTT button) before release, including
translating the
firmware and software
The Trilogy-850 is more
from ‘Chinglish’
compact,
to English. The club
lighter, and the three
has tested the
buttons on its
handsets against those
side are closer together
from well-known
and covered
manufacturers and the
by the same strip of
testers couldn’t
rubber. It lacks the
tell the difference as
channel selection knob,
far as audio quality
but retains the
was concerned.
full keypad and has a
LED torch built
CRC is looking to work
into the top.
with PMR
resellers interested in
The two radios are otherwise
offering its
portables to customers
identical and their antennas
seeking a DMR
can
Tier II handset with
be detached, allowing
plenty of features at
them to be
an entry-level price
point.

The Trilogy-850 and
Trilogy-990
DMR Tier II radios
are IP54-rated
and are CE and FCC
certified.

Supported features
include kill/
revive, alarm, text
messaging
and GPS. The radios
are made by
Kydera and can operate
at either
5W or 1W output power
(before
adjustment for the
antenna)
and in digital or analogue
mode.
They have been tested
to make
sure that they will
work on
infrastructure from
Hytera and
Motorola Solutions.

AirLink MG90
From €1428
www.sierrawirele

N9041B UXA X-Series
signal analyser
www.keysight.com

ss.com

Verdict

Sierra Wireless’s AirLink
MG90
is a LTE-Advanced
multi-network
platform designed
to provide
on” in-vehicle connectivity “always
for
first responders, field
services and
transport applications.
It provides
sub-second switching
of multiple
simultaneous integrated
WAN links.

Land Mobile found
the
Trilogy-850 simple
to use. Its
menus were easy to
navigate
and the audio came
through loud
and clear when we
gave it a try
by walking through
the Chertsey
playing fields.
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Keysight’s new signal
analyser
provides frequency
coverage to
110 GHz with a maximum
analysis
bandwidth of up to
5 GHz. It provides
a displayed average
noise level as low
as -150 dBm/Hz when
characterising
wideband modulated
signals in the
millimetre-wave band.

| Twitter:@Land_Mobile
Twitter:@Land_Mobile

| www.landmobile.co.uk

RAPTOR R5
£429 (4G version)
www.raptorhub.c
om
The 4G version of
Raptor’s R5 rugged
phablet is IP68-rated,
making it
submersible in water
up to 1.5 metres
deep. It runs on Android
v5.1 and
features a 64Bit, 1.3
GHz quad core
MTK6735 ARM Cortex
A53. It has 2GB
of RAM and 16GB
of storage. The R5
comes with dual SIM
support.

| October 2016
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60 secon

ds with...

To round each issue off and
60 second
Donnie M s with
acLeod
increase its focus on the
industry’s personalities, Land
Mobile features a short, lighthearted interview with an
engineer or expert in the
industry, asking them to share
their on-the-job experiences and
give advice to those new to the sector.
eer at Scotti

sh Comm

unications

Group

Q

What’s the
most
of radio system popular type
you’re asked
to design?

Q

A

What’s the
craziest (or
unusual) thing
most
you’ve seen
working in
while
the radio
sector?

It has to be
radio systems
areas to
in rural
where GSM provide communication
is
s
a huge amount not reliable. We see
with estates, of this in our work
wind farms
rural location
and more
s. The ability
series of repeate
to install a
rs and get
cent coverag
100 per
e across a
wide area
something
is
we’re asked
for all the
time.
What’s the
one gadget
can’t live
that you
without?

A

Given that
we work
across a lot
differen
finding some t estates, we’re constan of
surprising
tly
parts of Scotlan
(and beautifu
l)
d. I do remem
installing a
ber
system
we were driving at an estate and,
when
over and seeing next to a river, glancing
dipping! Given some people skinny
it was the
middle of
Scotland I
was proud
of their resilienc
e!
What do
you
time to relax? do in your free

Q

A

Transport

For work
it would have
mobile phone
to be my
– I’m
the office
working directly always out of
so it is indispen
with
sable. At home clients
to be the
it has
television
– life
the same
without Great wouldn’t be
(well… maybe
British Bakeoff
that’s a bad
example!)
What single
piece of techno
has most
logy
changed your
since you
role
started
Communicatio working for Scottish
ns?

Q

A

Transmission
on Tour

k | Twitter:@land_mobile

Products

Sales engin

London City Tour needs
reliable radio
communications to
ensure
drivers and passengers. the safety of its
Sam Fenwick visited
its Heathrow depot
to find out more

October 2016 | www.landmobile.co.u

This section provides Land Mobile’s readers
with event previews and reviews, with a
focus on boots-on-the-ground coverage.
The magazine regularly reports from
Ofcom’s BRIG meetings and the largest
events in the industry, such as PMRExpo
and Critical Communications World.

60 seconds with

Transport

24

Events

The mobile
phone – from
analogue
to digital over
years this
the
technology
has made
difference
a huge
to how we
communicate,
co-ordinate
and suppor
t our operati
on.

66

“I remember
when
we were
driving next
to a river
, glancing
over and
seein
people skinn g some
y dipping!
Given it was
the
middle of
Scotl
I was prou and
d
of
their resili
ence!”

Q

A

Spend time
with my kids.
see much
of them during I don’t
week so try
the
and do as
with them
much as I
can
at the weeken
ds.

Q

What advice
would you
a young
give to
starting their radio engineer who’s
first job in
the industr
y?
Remember
that
tool you have the most valuable
is your ears!
Donnie has
been working
SCG since
with
1998,
for the commu responsible initially
department, nications engineering
then becomi
engineer,
ng sales
designin
communication g and specifying
s systems
of custom
for
all sizes
ers through
out the UK.

October 2016
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ou can’t go far in central
London without seeing
of the ubiquitous red
one
London City Tour buses.
These
open-top vehicles circuit
around London’s major
landmarks, informing
tourists and residents
capital’s famous sights.
alike of the
But what many people
don’t appreciate is the
technology packed onto
amount of
these big red stalwarts
The London City Tour
of British life.
buses
multilingual audio tourguides, offer free Wi-Fi, georeferenced
a mobile app, and USB
alongside many other
charging,
technical features.
I headed to London
City
out how these technologies Tour’s Heathrow depot to find
benefit both the business
passengers. John Wood,
and
transport manager for
Tour, and Graham Stokes,
London City
Direct Communications
Services (DCRS)’s business
Radio
development manager,
to walk me through
were there
the radio system that
supports London City
Tour’s buses.
“I’m an old guy in a young
world. Everybody is
in a different way to
doing things
the way they did when
I was a young
man,” says Wood. “I
was trained by Rolls
Royce: do it once, do
it right, sign your name,
walk away with pride.
That’s exactly
what we’ve done with
this system: we had
the right supplier
with the right product,
the right usage and the
right support.”
Radio communications
are extremely important
business, should a bus
be involved in an accident. to the
an injury the radio becomes
“In the case of
the most vital piece
to get the information
of equipment;
required quickly and
concisely and then
to let the people who
are involved know that
help is on the
way. We couldn’t live
without a
“In the event of a personal radio at that point,” says Wood.
injury I’ll ask ‘bus number,
nature of injury’. I’ll get
location,
the information back,
get on the phone,
and get the emergency
services. I’m more direct
call].” Once Wood notifies
than a [999
the emergency services
back to the driver, tells
he then goes
him or her they’re on
their
if the bus is causing
an obstruction and whether way, and asks
it’s drivable.
“I need to know both
those things very quickly.
isn’t causing an obstruction
If the bus
I’ll allow it to remain
where it is for

| www.landmobile.co.u
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Source reader survey, August 2016

“The future is
about customers
wanting their radios
to do more, now
that we’ve got the
applications that
allow them to do so”

Leader of the
revolution

Twitter:@Land

5

Installing radio equipment
increasingly involves
linking it
to customers’ other
systems

The big interview

Andrew Scowen

of LAND MOBILE readers
read each issue
cover to cover

6

Credit: Luke

48%

Samsung

Merseyside Police is giving new handheld devices to
almost 3,000 frontline police officers and staff following
a successful pilot scheme. They will act as an electronic
‘mobile toolbox’ giving on-the-go access to email, camera
and a pocket notebook. “Officers being able to access
information and images at a scene enables a quick response,
saves time, and helps staff in different locations make
informed decisions in what are often serious and complex
investigations,” assistant chief constable Ian Critchley said.
2

LARS

5

LARS has recently carried out steel replacement work
on a 52-metre tower and a 12-metre tower at the
BT Sanday Radio Station on the Orkney Islands. The
strengthening work required on the larger tower included
the replacement of bracing members along with hand
railing and floor panels at various points on the tower,
plus installing feeder supports at 37 metres. Works on the
smaller structure comprised the installation of flooring
at 4.6 and 9.1 metres respectively. Work was successfully
completed on time in August after 10 weeks on site.

ealerships are a key
He adds that DCRS
part of the PMR supply
also offers
dispatch systems and
chain, providing the
is selling “a lot
link
more wide-area solutions
between end users
now”, with
a focus on linking sites
equipment manufacturers. and
together and
The pace of
allowing them to be
technological progress
controlled by one
has been breathpoint using an application.
taking over the past
few years. With
Another
area Luscombe highlights
the migration to digital
is the use of
still underway
job-ticketing systems
and the beginnings of
that work with
PMR/cellular
two-way radios.
convergence, how have
things
“We’re finding that clients
for dealerships’ customers? changed
carrying one device rather are now
“I think the industry
than
has come full
The future is about customers many.
circle,” says Karl Beach,
director at SFL
wanting
their radios to do more,
Mobile Radio. “Millions
now that we’ve
of users jumped
got the applications that
ship to cellular back
in the 1990s. Over
allow them to
do so.”
the last decade they’ve
started coming
According to Paul Gibson,
back because radio has
its advantages:
managing
director at Scottish Communications
push-to-talk, high power,
clarity, digital
Group, health and safety
options, and poor cellular
obligations
coverage in
have led to a significant
rural areas.”
rise in the use of
added features sets –
“Clients require more
such as man down
than just
and lone worker – to
simple PTT now,” says
help employers
Steve Luscombe,
fulfil their duty of care.
director at DCRS. “A
lot of customers
Who are the points
are aware that a radio
of contact
is no longer just a
dealers in big client organisations? for
communication device.
“In
telecoms the shift has
“With the applications
[been] from
that are
a telecoms manager
available our clients
to more of an
can do a lot more
IT manager,” says Andrew
with digital two-way
radios,” he adds.
Roberts,
Pennine Telecom’s managing
“We’re being asked
more and
director,
”but it’s not normally
link the radios into building more to
the IT manager
management who
systems or fire alarm
looks after the radio
systems, and we’re
solution. With
radio it tends to be
getting requests to make
security,
the
that type of management production,
more of a communication radio
that
tool where it
from radio communications benefit
can receive messages
from third-party
. The task
that we have as radio
applications and people
dealers is to
can operate
educate those people
devices from the radio
of the business
rather than
benefits of radio.”
having to go back to
a control room.”
Dave Scaife, operations
manager

Insight

job-ticketing and geo-tracking
of porters.”
“To survive in this environment
you
need to bring something
different to the
table; have that USP
over other
adds Beach. “Radio engineers dealers,”
be encouraged to develop need to
innovative
new products to suit
the different
verticals that are out
there.”
He highlights SFL’s Sure
Antennas
brand, which manufactures
and sells
covert antennas. “We
have weekly
engineering meetings
and new ideas
are thrown round the
boardroom... we
speak with our customers
and research
their requirements.
With our key
clients we will meet
up every quarter
and discuss the positives
and if there’s
anything out there that
could improve
their efficiency.”
Beach says that SFL
focuses on
developing bespoke
solutions. “While
we supply run of the
mill radio systems,
I think it’s very important
to offer a
bespoke solution as
well. It helps with
customer satisfaction
and loyalty.”
“The ability to program
customers’
radios over the air has
helped to add
small but incremental
gains in our
sales for customers
who want minor
changes to their contact
list or channel
permissions,” says DTS.Solutions’
Scaife.
“Those customers would
at DTS.Solutions, adds
in the past
that customers’
have been put off by
analogue days most
demand for value for
the added labour
businesses were
money
cost to attend sites.”
very engineer top-heavy.
become far more important. “has
Because
Many
“Dealerships really need
the equipment wasn’t
users are now taking
as reliable as it
to keep on
a long-term
top of modern technology
is today you’d have maybe
view and they’re focused
and make
10
on
sure there’s resources
engineers to one salesperson. to 20
system can be compatible how the
to sell
with other
Now
this equipment and make and install
that technology has
technologies they use.
evolved engineers
sure employees
”
are trained to do so,”
repairing equipment
says DCRS’
with a
Luscombe. “We need
iron and an old analogue soldering
Finding a USP
our staff to be up
test set isn’t
to speed on all technologies
really what you see
How are dealerships
today.”
to ensure
responding to
that
we can deliver the best
Many dealerships were
these new requirements?
solutions to
keen to
“We’re telling
our clients. We’ve also
stress the importance
customers about the
got to continue
of innovation
digital revolution,
to invest in engineering
and the need to go
the interface with SIP
and develop our
beyond simply
and IP products,
engineers into IT and
selling handsets.
the things that you can
IP.”
do in
Gibson says Scottish
“To make a company
redundancy for mission-criticalterms of
Communications
successful,
[use]…”
has recently substantially
what you ought to be
says Roberts. “We’re
invested in its
doing is
seeing growth in
marketing functions,
building a system, taking
our radio sales business
including launching
away the
and we think it’s commoditisation
a sector-driven website.
down to those extra
, and building in apps
The company
applications and
has also developed a
and business applications
features that were not
bespoke and
that then make structural
available six or
the customer a lot stickier
seven years ago.”
engineer-approved solution
to you and
for deploying “non-permanent
your application,” says
According to SFL’s Beach,
Roberts. “For
, fully
advances
self-powered
instance,
in technology have changed
we’ve been very successful
and low maintenance
communications structures”
selling portering solutions
dealerships are structured. the way
into
for hospitals
“Back in
remote locations that
with integrated software
experience harsh
that provides
and challenging conditions.
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n KEY FEATURES
n IN THE MARKET FOR...
n EVENT FEATURE/PREVIEW/REVIEW
SPECIAL

“

Capita has worked with
both Land Mobile and
TETRA today for many
years and regard both as
key industry publications,
providing us with trusted
channels to engage with
clients and partners on
a regular basis with a
focus on our core products
and services in the UK
and overseas.
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Heading here

Marketing channels
Why advertise?

46%

LAND MOBILE readers
retain each issue
for reference

We know the challenges you face. New
players have shown that they can compete
with more well-established counterparts,
while the increasing attractiveness of OTT
services and the growing use of LTE are
chipping away at PMR’s dominance.
While our editorial sections recognise
the role manufacturers have in driving
technological change in the industry and
frequently report on their latest projects,
one truth remains: we cannot do this
without you. Land Mobile is entirely
dependent upon advertising for its
continued existence. While there is
never any obligation to advertise against
editorial, if you value the audience we
provide, please keep this in mind.

9

Source reader survey, August 2016

Front cover story

Reaching out to potential clients and
end-users has become harder for many
organisations as the management and
procurement of wireless comms does
not warrant a full-time position. Through
continually updating our carefully managed
circulation, we’ve done the difficult work
for you. Land Mobile is read right across
the buying chain, with an emphasis on
end-users in all the key verticals. As a
result, there is no better way to put your
message across than through advertising
in Land Mobile. Through our multi-channel
approach, we can create the perfect
package for your requirements and budget.

www.landmobile.co.uk

co.uk |

October

landmobile.

bile
@Land_Mo

2016 | www.

RITICAL
YOUR CATIONS
UNIFY M
NIC
COM U

Nothing makes an impact
quite like being on the front
cover of Land Mobile, and we
recognise that. The front cover
story package combines the
instant visibility of taking-over the
main image on the front cover with a
three page advertorial supported by
a single page advert. Richard Lambley,
Land Mobile’s founding editor will work
with both you and our design team, to
ensure that your message, be it thoughtleadership or the latest products and services
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offered by
your company, are
presented to our engaged readership in
the most eye-catching and readable way
possible. The front cover article will also
be promoted and distributed through our
various social media channels.

Ask the expert

Who’s who

Like the front cover feature, this section acts
as a means to engage with Land Mobile’s
audience and provide thought-leadership. It
consists of a three page advertorial, followed
by a one-page advert. The advertorial
has a question and answer format and an
experienced freelancer will work with you
to produce the feature, interviewing one
of your experts and then working with our
design team to produce it on your behalf.

Land Mobile’s
Stay dynamic & flexible
DAMM Multi-Tech Platfwith
4
annual Who’s
orm
Who section
provides each
participating
company
with a profile
next to a run-of-page advert,
perfect for giving those new to the
industry an appreciation for your company
and highlighting your recent work and
accomplishments, in an attractive format.
As this opportunity comes around only
once a year, space is fiercely contested,
so we recommend that you book well in
advance to avoid disappointment!

is an extremely robust,
Swissphone’s s.QUAD
with a
easy-to-wear pager
sensitive, loud and
for up to three months.
battery which lasts
allows
a BLE interface that
It is equipped with
into a
users to turn their smartphone
messages via GSM
gateway to send back
home. This will benefit
or via a Wi-Fi box at
firefighters in areas
users such as rural
is poor
where GSM coverage
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Swissphone

in line with NFPA
only solution that is
1221 standards.
as blackouts,
Recent incidents such
attacks have
cyber crime and terrorist
of today’s
shown the vulnerability
and the
communication infrastructure solution:
alerting
need for a redundant
state of North
In 2005, the German
blizzards
Rhine-Westphalia experienced
blackout
that led to a total power all other
While
lasting up to 14 days.
to Land
were out of
Saccoccia explains
communication networks
Swissphone’s Angelo
region operated
survivor when
service, the Warendorf
has proved such a
paging
why
network.
Mobile
a fully redundant alerting
critical alerting needs
made its alerting
it comes to meeting
The region has since
resilient, by adding
network even more
the
all
for up to 14
“ After
in this age of
emergency power supplies
events we
hy is paging still around
days to all base stations.
networks?
have had in the
cellular and Wi-Fi
reliable
building a new alerting
In
and
simple
robust,
province
past, people
Because it is a
infrastructure, the Italian to alert
works in any situation.
who have had
technology that just
have started
of South Tyrol has decided network,
countries, fire services
pagers will still
It is true that in some
or through
with a redundant POCSAG
for alerting – with SMS
go for paging.
from voice
to use the mobile phone shows that these technologies are
to separate alerting
And we are now
gradually reinforcing
apps. However, experience
For one thing,
communication. It is
are needed the most.
power
spending much
not reliable when they
can become
the network with emergency prepared
cellular technology, which
more time to
to be
they are based on a
may take hours to
supplies for 2–3 weeks,
of a crisis: a message
make it even
mobile
overloaded in times
for any scenario.
for this reason that most
robust
be delivered. It is probably
services should more
in their terms that their
than it was
and
phone providers state
mine does! And
What kind of users
paging
messaging – at least,
before”
not be used for critical
applications are modern
for?
the
in
appropriate
had
who is liable if they fail?
systems
all the events we have
take the risk in
We believe that, after
for paging. And
Anyone who cannot
system
had pagers will still go
past, people who have
make it even more
having a single communicationis, anyone
much more time to
That
spending
crisis.
a
now
in
fail
are
we
which may
and a fallback
robust than it was before.
who needs redundancy
breakdown of
scenario in case of a
of paging today?
supplies etc. For
What is the status
ten years ago, both
IP backhauls, power
than anyone predicted
from regional
significance
Paging is more alive
example, public safety,
and the operation and
networks:
in regard to new networks
up to nationwide alerting
services,
of existing networks.
firefighters, police, rescue
of new nationwide networks
volunteer
After the recent construction New Zealand is currently
organizations with many
rescue, mountain
in Belgium and the Netherlands,
solution. In
personnel, such as sea
for a nationwide paging
(with on-site
States,
issuing a new tender
rescue; industrial sites
Austria and the United
production plants
Germany, France, Denmark,
the latest innovations
paging) such as large
hospitals,
new networks with
brigades:
we continue to build
(food, automobile, logistics), ships.
challenges of the fire
cruise
that solve country-specific
airports, oil platforms,
alerting of the
need for decentralized
resource
l Germany: the
of a crisis, the need for
stand
entire network in case
How does paging
targeted alerting.
management and more
firecrew that cannot
up against other radio of
for higher mobility of
means
l France: the trend
technologies as a
departments’ non-synchronous
people?
be matched with many
reliably contacting
ion
infrastructure.
safety voice
I believe different radiocommunicat
purposes.
the migration of public
is too
l United States:
technologies serve different
The old analogue network
TETRA undoubtedly
switch
communication to P25.
example,
recent
For
the
and
only,
for voice
costly to retain for alerting
stands out as the standard
has led to a loss of paging
forces.
to narrowband technology a digital alerting network for
communication in intervention
offer
it is the
coverage. We therefore
the cost of a P25 network;
only five per cent of
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in conjunction with Swissphone

below €300. Due to their robustness,
these will be in operation for a long
time. Some of our customers still use
10–15 year old pagers. We therefore
conclude that paging alerting systems
are an extremely safe and quick way of
alerting, while also very economical.

What technical constraints
are there in planning and
implementing a system?

services are an irreplaceable
But while TETRA voice
voice communication,
component of mission-criticaluse TETRA pagers
to
if an organization decides network, the redundancy,
same
for its alerting, on the
of paging are lost.
reliability and cost-effectiveness

and volunteer
For alerting professional
is paging the technology
intervention forces,
also
of choice?
coverage: it ensures

best radio
Paging
Paging has by far the
down into the basement.
excellent indoor coverage,
gets lost,
guarantees that no alert
is bottleneck-free; it
(think of large
commercial networks
terror
which is not true of
New Year’s Eve parties,
events like football matches,

Swissphone digital
More than 6,000
Europe
are in operation in
Switzerland

Austria
Italy
United Kingdom
Denmark
France
Other

Base stations
550
100

More than150 networks
including 40 multi-master
2 state-wide (Landesverbund)
Austria)
1 state-wide (Lower

Germany

Twitter:@Land_Mobile

paging base stations

Paging networks
1 nationwide (TELEPAGE)
1 state-wide (SIKAN)

Region

1 state-wide
(South Tyrol)
1 Coast Guard (analogue)
15 region-wide
4–5 region-wide

200 local (public safety,
industry, cruise ship)

| www.landmobile.co.uk
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>5,000

120
71
80
100
60

healthcare,

300

paging is a
attacks). This is because
while radio
broadcast technology,
are
and commercial networks
bidirectional.
in paging is
Message delivery time
and therefore
nearly always the same
a WhatsApp
predictable. But while communications
services may be unusable. For example,
in one
message can be deliveredduring
this year’
ins Brussels attacks, mobile networks went
for five hours
second, it may get stuck down while the paging network did not.
some server.
system
Our base stations andYou claim that paging is economical compared
system-related
components have a
with
other methods of alerting. Why is that?
70 ms and 150 ms
throughput time of
We look at total cost of ownership including initial investment,
experience,
respectively. From our maintenance
cost and the devices for the end users. Let’s first
an
in an average-sized network
look at the investment costs. Not only do you need fewer base
is delivered in
80-character message stations to get great indoor coverage, a POCSAG base station
about five seconds. is also less
expensive. Also, it is much easier and less costly to
radios,
handheld
with
Compared
make an
leaner, POCSAG network denser: you can simply
areexisting
add a base
paging end devices (pagers)
much without connecting it to any backhaul. This is
and station
possible because
have much higher sensitivity
s best pager, our technology allows a network to operate
without any IP or other backhaul – if needed, the base stations
longer battery life. Today’
is extremely
can communicate
the Swissphone s.QUAD,
through the air interface only.
sensitivity of
robust, offers a radio The latestoftwo networks that we are building, one in
autonomy
2 µV/m and a batteryGermany and the one we’ve almost finished in France, and
with a single
up to three months all our new architecture for the future, will be completely
a BLE interface
AA battery. It offers self-contained,
autonomous. This means that if you have a
with your
breakdown of the command control centre connection with
and allows communication
management.
the Internet – say, in a cyber-attack or whatever – you should
smartphone for resource
most economic
Paging is by far the
be able to send
an alert from any other station. You just
compared to radio
solution for alerting,need access to one base station in the system. You bring your
and commercial
laptop with the information and you send a message and the
networks like TETRA
message goes
networks like 3G/LTE.
through
the air interface to the other stations.
natural
as
such
In major emergencies
Every base station is a repeater, it’s not just a transmitter.
mobile
receives information and it can change its status from a
disasters or terrorItattacks,
receiver to a transmitter.
Looking at the maintenance side, Swissphone has built
45
more than 300 networks. Their mean time between failure
(MTBF) is 7.4 years. These numbers demonstrate a very low
need for preventive and corrective maintenance.
When considering total cost of ownership, you also need
to look at the cost of the devices. A top-notch pager with
great sensitivity and three months’ battery life is priced at well
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“ Paging
alerting
systems are
not only an
extremely safe
and quick way
of alerting,
but also very
economical”

A paging network starts with a radio
coverage planning, which includes a
computational simulation and some
on-site verification measurements.
Since there are many variables to play
with (site location, transmission power,
antenna height, antenna diversity…),
a solution is not prone to technical
constraints. It is more often that
organisational constraints are found –
e.g. desired sites are not available, or
cost too much. In this case, the radio
coverage planning must be adjusted.
After that, only three main
components are needed to build a
paging network:
l a computer-aided dispatching system,
which connects to the paging network
controller by a standard interface.
l a paging network controller, which
connects by LAN to the master
base station.
l the master base station, which
broadcasts the message by wireless
POCSAG to the slave base stations
which repeat the message so that the
pagers can receive it.
To achieve high availability, all
components should be redundantly
available. Also, all components should be
backed up with backup power such as
batteries and solar cells.

Angelo Saccoccia

is chief executive of Swissphone,
a specialist in paging technology
since 1969. “We are an organisation
with more than 250 people and
strategy is quite important,
where we are going to invest”,
he says. “We are looking at the
industry quite long-term. We have
30 R&D guys who are working
daily on paging networks”

s.QUAD

Alerting at its Best
• Very high sensitivity of 2 μV/m
• Integrated speaker for extreme loud alerting (> 95 dB(A))
• Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) module for s.ONE solution
• Extremlely robust, impressive power management
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TECHNOLOGIES
IN ONE BOX

DAMM Multi-Tech Platform
presents the world’s
4 technologies in one
first outdoor base station
box: TETRA, DMR Tier
featuring
III, TEDS and Analog.

DAMM Multi-Tech Platform
Built for the future of
critical

The power of true scalability

C

over your needs today
and tomorrow with a
technology independent
solution featuring
Multi-Technology, Multi-Frequency,
MultiCarrier and Simulcast
in one box.
• Multi-Technology presenting the world’s
first
outdoor base station featuring
4 technologies in one
box: TETRA, DMR Tier
III, TEDS and Analog
• Multi-Frequency - extending
coverage by supporting VHF and UHF mode
in all technologies
• Multi-Carrier - providing
a flexible, cost-efficient
solution by enabling up
to 4 carriers in one box,
and
even combining multiple
technologies in one box
• Simulcast - available
for DMR and Analog,
and
now also offering repeater
functionality for TETRA
and TEDS

communications

The world’s first outdoor
base station featuring
4 technologies in one
TETRA, DMR Tier
box:
III, TEDS and Analog.
Cover your needs today
tomorrow with a technology
and
independent solution
featuring Multi-Technolo
Multi-Frequency, Multi-Carrier
gy,
and Simulcast in one
box.

Go hybrid!

Learn more at damm.dk

DAMM solutions and

support are available

worldwide through an

exclusive network of

authorized partners

www.damm.dk

Use the outdoor BS422
in hybrid mode. This
allows
you to run for example
one carrier in TETRA,
the
second in DMR and the
third in TEDS, thereby
allowing cross technology
communication.
Or simply activate all
4 technologies on one
physical carrier using the new
Multi-Carrier feature.
It is
also possible to use different
technologies at any sites
and combine them into
one network with one
single
and distributed subscriber
register.
DAMM offers an innovative,
dynamic and flexible
infrastructure platform.
An infrastructure that
is
adaptable to change, flexible
enough to embrace the
emerging technologies
and that secures a smooth

LAND

mobile

migration from current
to future technologies
over
the next decades.
With one hardware and
one software platform,
we truly unify critical
communication.

Solution provider

DAMM’s TetraFlex® system
offers a full solution
and features intelligent,
distributed network
architecture, built-in
applications and gateways
for full asset management,
and the freedom to
choose any terminal brand.
Our portfolio includes
the TetraFlex® PTT mobile
app utilizing WiFi or
LTE on your iOS, Android
or Windows device.
With over 30 years of
experience in
and broadband communication, critical radio
we take the lead
through superior engineering
and a constant focus
on customer needs and
reduced complexity.

About DAMM Cellular

“With one

hardware and
one software
platform, we
truly unify critical
communication
”

Systems

DAMM is a world-leading
provider of scalable,
flexible and user-friendly
infrastructure systems
digital radio
to industrial, commercial
and public safety customers.
future of critical communications,
Built for the
the DAMM Multi-Tech
Platform enables voice
communication across
and data
technologies, including
TETRA, TEDS, DMR and
single system. DAMM
Analog in one
- Critical Communication
made easy

Contact Information
+45 7442 3500

dcs@damm.dk

www.damm.dk
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If you have any queries about the above, please email: Andrew.bird@markallengroup.com
@Land_Mobile | Join the discussion on

10
www.linkedIn.com/groups/4761728

Heading here

Marketing channels
Sponsored features
Each issue of Land Mobile includes two
features, each on a different vertical, that
makes extensive use of PMR. Sponsoring
a feature and gives you an optional 300
word “A word from our sponsor” comment
to discuss how your company’s products
and services meet
the needs of the
featured vertical.

Supplements

Transport

Transport

26%
take out or copy
certain pages

the emergency services.
If it is then I’m going
to need to get
a tow-truck on standby.
” If it is blocking the
road Wood then
notifies TfL, before
contacting the driver
once more. This
is where the radio again
becomes vital, to inform
that help is on the way.
the driver
“I can direct a London
supervisor to
the scene if I feel the
need.
can’t be stressed enough. The importance [of radio] just
It has to work, it can’t
not work.”
Given the clear need
for reliable radio comms,
power system in case
a back-up
of power cuts is surely
a must. Stokes
says the main repeater
in London’s city centre,
the DR3000, has
an uninterruptable power
supply that can last for
four hours.
Wood explains that
London
the third largest family-operatedCity Tour is part of Grupo Julià,
tour company in the
L-R: John Wood, transport
In 2015 it carried more
manager
than 3.7 million passengers world.
for London City Tour,
Between its buses and
in 16 cities.
and Graham
trains the group has
Stokes, Direct Communications
a fleet of more than
150 vehicles on three
continents and over
Radio Services (DCRS)’s
750 employees.
business
London City Tour’s buses
development manager
take tourists along two
routes: the Tower Loop,
main
which (as its name suggests)
the Tower of London,
includes
St Paul’s Cathedral and
the Houses of
Parliament; and the
West End Loop, which
Fixing the niggles
allows passengers
to soak in the sights
of Westminster Abbey,
As with any complex
installation, there were
Buckingham Palace,
Hyde Park, Trafalgar
a few
Square and the Horse
issues to be resolved
before it
Guards Parade.
Because London City
“When we put the system was working smoothly.
Tour is a fairly new entrant
to the travel tourism
in place we found that
market, the radio system
needed tweaking here
it
and there,” Wood reveals.
it uses
today is its first, and
went live in March 2015.
had a problem with
“We
transmission from our
“We researched the
Heathrow
base caused by its location
marketplace and came
across Direct
Communications Radio
and surrounding buildings.
DCRS overcame that.
Services [DCRS]. There
But
And we
internal discussion on
was an
with difficult communication had problems in London
what
for and what the system type of system we should go
which DCRS also overcame between tall buildings,
needed to do, and DCRS
the bill for both so we
by tweaking or changing
fitted
the repeaters. We now
went ahead with it,”
Wood says.
have a system that is
“We wanted a basic
probably
as good as it’s going to
system that would give
be and is perfectly acceptable
us
communication. But
that isn’t as easy as it
its use.”
in
sounds. It had to
be robust, and it had
to withstand water
“London City Tour has
ingress because our
buses don’t have rooves
moved its depot from
site in Heathrow to
one
on
this one,” says Stokes.
communication between them. It needed to provide clear
“With the
other site we had a
the tall buildings in London
building in the way so
atmospheric conditions.
were getting
intermittent coverage
It also had to be contactable in all
at the depot. We installed
our operations base
from
in Heathrow,” he explains.
antenna and pointed
a new
it in the direction of
quite a few issues to
“So there were
the main
overcome. We weren’t
antenna in the city to
achieve the required
necessarily buying
off-the-shelf.”
coverage.”
“We were under a set
of pretty strict requirements
“When the first enquiry
from our landlord that
came from [ Julià’s] head
came up at the very
Barcelona it was looking
office in
last minute,
we didn’t know about
for a radio company
them,” adds Wood.
to assist it with
these requirements,”
“We couldn’t
says Stokes. “We performed
bolt anything to the
side of the building or
propagation tests from
software
screw
anything
an existing DR3000
to the roof because
repeater. The results
proved that we should
it was flat. So DCRS
arranged for the antenna
get coverage. We then
went on the
proposed tour routes
to be on a ground plain.
to ensure that we would
“When we first put
this system in our buses
We gave that report
get coverage.
to London City Tour
found that the normal
we
in a meeting, showing
antenna you’d install
it both sets of results.
on a bus
”
just didn’t work for some
reason. DCRS went
“We were looking for
away
and created an antenna
a solution that could
just
provide more
than one channel for
the operation. The obvious
absolutely perfect service, for us – that’s what I’d call
choose a manufacturer
” he
route was to
form of a really unobtrusive continues. “It took the
that could give you two
the price of one via
unit that just stuck on
the repeater,” says Wood. channels for
windscreen inside the
the
bus with
“This meant
that Motorola Solutions’
“That has so many advantagesdouble-sided tape.
MOTOTRBO range
was the most
appropriate. The DR3000
because it means if
I’ve got a problem with
repeater uses TDMA
the radio and I do the
multiple access] architecture,
[time division
basic
checks – is it the radio,
which gives you these
the handset or the antenna?
channels; so we could
two
I can get at the antenna
have
instantly without clambering–
channel for emergencies.” one for everyday use and a backup
behind a bunch of wires
inside the bus – that’
s made
a tremendous difference.”

London City Tour’s
radio system

London City Tour
has a
repeater and antenna
at
Heathrow that points
to
a central repeater
and
antenna in London.
Its
system also includes:
• 2 DM fixed mobiles
that
are land-based at
central
points, one is used
as
a control mobile and
the other for resilience
purposes
• 24 MOTOTRBO DM4400
mobiles with glass
mounted antennas,
fixed
into buses
• 24 MOTOTRBO DP4400
UHF non-keypad radios,
sales staff, which
for
are allocated at the
bus stops around
central London
• 6 MOTOTRBO DP4800
• Management radios full keypad radios for management
(DP4800) can talk
to all radios and
mobiles individually
and as a group
Radio licence: UHF
Ofcom hire licence.
DCRS is the licence

Radio use

Because radio communications
are so key to daily operations
safety Wood has no
and
time for drivers who
don’t use the system
properly. “I established
a radio protocol and
the
I want and demand.
I don’t want any nonsense radio usage that
on the radio. I
don’t want any excessive
radio chatter and I pretty
to that.”
rigidly stick

Transport

Transport
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Transmission
on Tour
radio
London City Tour needs reliable
October 2016 | www.landmobile.co.u
k | Twitter:@Land_Mobile
communications to ensure the safety of its
drivers and passengers. Sam Fenwick visited
its Heathrow depot to find out more

He explains that drivers
part of an overall induction are introduced to this protocol as
process. “I would only
spend 30 minutes with
need to
a new driver on the
radio. [On top of
that] when a new driver
joins the company he
learning for two to
will go on route
three days with an experienced
radio itself is simple
driver. The
to use: turn it on, make
sure number one
is showing, key to talk,
let go to listen. I could
cover it in 15
seconds and that’s why
I like it so much,” he
says.
As an additional safety
measure the driver
shouldn’t be
using the radio on the
move, much the same
as using
phone behind the wheel
is prohibited in all vehicles. a mobile
an accident he will use
“If he has
the radio to say ‘I’ve
been involved in a
collision, go to channel
two’. At that time the
bus is stationary,”
clarifies Wood. “The
radio
in the vehicle. However, is not a handheld device, it’s installed
we monitor the use
and
drivers use the radios
while they’re stationary.” ensure that
Thanks to DCRS’s careful
coverage testing Wood
experienced many issues
hasn’t
with interference. “[I
bleed over, though
don’t get]
I did occasionally at
Heathrow. There’s
a proliferation of takeaways
in and around Heathrow. and one-man taxi companies
That becomes more
than troublesome.”
amusing

What advice does Wood
have for
those in the market
for similar solutions?
“Be clear on what you
want the system
to do. If you need a
basic system, order
a basic system. If you
need to do other
things with it discuss
with the supplier
what you need it to
do. Sit down and do
your research – your
thought pattern
should be clear and
concise – and don’t
build in too much.”

The future

Things have been running
so smoothy
Wood has no plans
to expand or change
the system. “I see no
reason
to change this equipment at all for me
or the supplier
in the foreseeable future,
” he says. He
explains that the only
reason he’d change
it is if DCRS told him
some of the equipment
obsolete and needs
is
to be replaced. “That’s
the
only reason, I’m perfectly
happy with the system.
”
He adds that London
City Tour is increasing
fleet of buses “quite
its
significantly [and] at
a steady
and controlled pace”,
and will be using the
same
radio equipment from
DCRS that’s installed
in the
buses currently in service.
“What impresses me
about DCRS is the
speed
at which it can get a
delivery
Wood. “It’s hugely important to me,” explains
because for me to
put a new bus on the
road and have it fitted
out
probably 300 miles
away, I need to know
that I can
get the equipment I
need to install on the
bus on
time so I can pass it
on and have it fitted
within a
schedule of works and
not hold other trades
up.
DCRS has excelled
in that.”
That said, Wood makes
it clear that London
City Tour is happy to
embrace any new technology
that could improve
its operations. “Our
MD Terry
Gabriel is very aware
of technological advances.
He’s very up to speed
with what’s happening
in
many markets. If he
sees a technology of
benefit
to the company he’ll
investigate it thoroughly
and implement it. It’s
very rewarding to work
with a man like that;
to know that while
I’m
using traditional skills
I’m being supported
by
someone who is taking
advantage of current
technological advances.”
London City Tour’s
strategy is a fascinating
example of reliable
radio communication
s in
action, and clearly shows
how
work to win their customers’ dealerships can
loyalty. And while
the thousands of people
taking in the sights on
of the company’s buses
one
will certainly not realise
they are safe thanks
to the procedures ready it,
to
be enacted at a moment’s
notice, and the magic
two-way radio.
of
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London City Tour relies on radio
comms for both day-to-day
operartions and emergencies
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ou can’t go far in central London without seeing one
of the ubiquitous red London City Tour buses. These
open-top vehicles circuit around London’s major
landmarks, informing tourists and residents alike of the
capital’s famous sights.
But what many people don’t appreciate is the amount of
technology packed onto these big red stalwarts of British life.
The London City Tour buses offer free Wi-Fi, georeferenced
multilingual audio tourguides, a mobile app, and USB charging,
alongside many other technical features.
I headed to London City Tour’s Heathrow depot to find
out how these technologies benefit both the business and
passengers. John Wood, transport manager for London City
Tour, and Graham Stokes, Direct Communications Radio
Services (DCRS)’s business development manager, were there
to walk me through the radio system that supports London City
Tour’s buses.
“I’m an old guy in a young world. Everybody is doing things
in a different way to the way they did when I was a young
man,” says Wood. “I was trained by Rolls Royce: do it once, do
it right, sign your name, walk away with pride. That’s exactly
what we’ve done with this system: we had the right supplier
with the right product, the right usage and the right support.”
Radio communications are extremely important to the
business, should a bus be involved in an accident. “In the case of
an injury the radio becomes the most vital piece of equipment;
to get the information required quickly and concisely and then
to let the people who are involved know that help is on the
way. We couldn’t live without a radio at that point,” says Wood.
“In the event of a personal injury I’ll ask ‘bus number, location,
nature of injury’. I’ll get the information back, get on the phone,
and get the emergency services. I’m more direct than a [999
call].” Once Wood notifies the emergency services he then goes
back to the driver, tells him or her they’re on their way, and asks
if the bus is causing an obstruction and whether it’s drivable.
“I need to know both those things very quickly. If the bus
isn’t causing an obstruction I’ll allow it to remain where it is for

If you wish to be seen as the key supplier
to a specific vertical market, Land Mobile’s
24-page supplements are the perfect means
to achieve this. Belly-banded and supplied
with every copy of Land Mobile, our
supplements have been designed to be a
fantastic way of showcasing your expertise,
through the use of interviews, case studies,
product spotlights and a directory of
distributors, increasing conversion rates.
Each supplement is also promoted on
www.landmobile.co.uk and gated to ensure
data capture.You will receive a digital link
so that you can host on your own website,
and it will be sent as a newsletter to our
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entire database.You will also receive a high
resolution PDF, allowing you to print and
distribute the supplement for events.
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In the market for...(newsletters)

Editorial newsletter

www.landmobile.co.uk

Every month, Land Mobile’s “In the market
for…” section looks at the issues potential
buyers have to consider when looking
to buy a particular type of product.
The newsletter is an extension of this,
presenting the article together with a
limited number of product
profiles, ensuring that your
latest offerings are directly
presented to an engaged
and relevant audience.

Land Mobile’s monthly editorial newsletter
gives its extensive audience
an update on the latest
industry news. Timed
to arrive between
issues and to report
on the most exciting
developments, it acts as
a great vehicle for digital
advertising, while providing clear data on
conversion rates and click-throughs.

Our website is updated daily and after
our digital edition, is the
main way in which our
content is served to our
audience. Advertisers can
engage with our readers
through banners,
videos and white
papers, generating
opportunities for data
capture and lead generation.

If you have any queries about the above, please email: Andrew.bird@markallengroup.com
11

Source reader survey, August 2016

www.landmobile.co.uk

@Land_Mobile | Join the discussion on
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www.linkedIn.com/groups/4761728

Heading here

Wireless comms portfolio

“

Here at Vertex Standard
it is important for us
to communicate our
messages in the most
efficient way to new
and existing channel
partners, influencers and
end-users. Land Mobile,
as a dedicated, superbly
written and produced
media channel in the
PMR space, is the ideal
vehicle to achieve this.
Working closely with the
team at Land Mobile on
a number of succesful
projects over the years
has contributed to the
overall effectiveness and
success of our output.

”

Bill Drummond
EMEA Product & Marketing Manager
Global Marketing
Vertex Standard
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The International Critical
Communications
Awards (ICCAs)
The ICCAs are the industry’s
annual celebration of excellence
in mission-critical communications technology
and deployments. Produced with the support
of the TCCA, this event identifies and
recognises best practice and innovation within
the sector.The ICCAs are hotly contested and
gather together the industry’s biggest players.
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For more information on our multi-channel marketing portfolio, please contact:
Andrew.bird@markallengroup.com, 020 7501 6672
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Contact us:
Sales
Andy Bird
Telephone: 020 7501 6672
Email: Andrew.bird@
markallengroup.com

@Land_Mobile

|

Editorial
Sam Fenwick
Telephone: 020 7501 6772
Email: sam.fenwick@
markallengroup.com

Join the discussion on

Production
Kyri Apostolou
Telephone: 020 7501 6779
Email: kyri.apostolou@
markallengroup.com

www.linkedIn.com/groups/4761728

www.landmobile.co.uk
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